The Power Industry coverage includes all segments of the generation fleet from an energy source perspective such as fossil fueled power stations, nuclear power plants and renewable energy sources. Assets and events are covered at utilities, independent power producers as well as industrial energy producers. In addition to the generation sector, Industrial Info captures intelligence on the transmission and distribution side of the business.

Industrial Info Resources produces a wide array of tools within our Market Intelligence Platform that allows our clients to understand the trends shaping both the generation and transmission/distribution sides of the industry. These tools provide a way to quickly drill down into the actionable intelligence needed to take advantage of potential business opportunities.

GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS

**GEOLOCATOR**

Project & Plant Clustering by Timeframe, Geography & Industry

Density and Heat Mapping by Total Investment Value

**KEY ACCOUNT LOCATOR (KAL)**

Assets Owned by Key-Account Plant Owners
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HISTORICAL SPEND & FALLOUT ANALYSIS

North America Industrial Spending - March 2017
Active Project Value is $461.4 Billion - 12.62% Compared to March 2016
Year Over Year Change (2010 - 2017)

Spending by Region Year Over Year

North American Industrial Market Spending Summary
Gap Measurement Analysis

Spending Gap Analysis of Planned versus Actual Activity

INTERACTIVE WIDGETS & SAVED INQUIRIES

New Build Generation Projects by Funding Date

Interactive Charts, Tables & Graphs with Details of Planned and Unscheduled Maintenance Events

Interactive Charts and Graphs for Generator Drives

Global Installed Generating Base